Best Health Solutions introduces the BESTmed PROUD. With over 2000 machines operating worldwide, the PROUD is the latest in Technology and Innovation. It can pack up to 60 sachets per minute, and has many features that make it superior to any other packing machines on the market.

1. Non Stop Packaging

The PROUD has a rotational system allowing replenishment of drug canisters without the need to stop packaging. When the medication quantity in a canister is low, the cylinder rotates automatically to bring the canister to the front for replenishment. This technology is unique to the BESTmed PROUD and will result in a significant increase in efficiency due to the decrease in stoppages during packing runs.

2. 100% RFID chip Technology

All drug canisters have an RFID chip, meaning the canister can be placed in any slot and the PROUD will still be able to identify what the medication is. That means no fixed location for each drug canister! This enhances efficiency when replenishing canisters for a packing run.

3. Barcode scanning

Eliminate medication errors that occur during refilling of canisters:

- Scanning the medication being replenished using the barcode on the bottle allows the PROUD to recognise the drug.
- Placing the drug canister to be replenished on the PROUD tray allows the PROUD to read the RFID chip and recognise and confirm the medication.

This 2 step approach virtually eliminates the chance of the wrong medication being filled in the wrong canister.
The PROUD is the only packing machine on the market that has an option to include Half Cut Canisters. These canisters will cut tablets while packing on the fly. This eliminates the need for manual cutting of tablets and the manual filling up of DTA trays, as is the case with other machines on the market.

4. Automated cutting of tablets during the packing process

The PROUD is the only packing machine on the market with the capability to automatically cut tablets while packing. This feature provides a significant advantage over other machines on the market, as it eliminates the need for manual cutting and filling, which can be time-consuming and labor-intensive. The ability to cut tablets on the fly also reduces the risk of errors and improves efficiency.

5. Automatic resizing of Sachet during Packing

The PROUD is the only machine on the Australian market that can change the size of the sachet depending on the number of tablets being packed (sizes include 60, 70, 75, 80, 90mm). This translates into a decrease in the ongoing cost of consumables.

Maintenance

The PROUD maintenance is made easy as the sashes can swing as wide as 36 degrees allowing easy access for cleaning.

DTA Tray

The tray has 63 slots and allows for packing of medications that do not have a canister.